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Abstract 

Title:  A Taxonomy of Security Features for the Comparison of Home Automation 

Protocols 

Author: Amal Abdullah Alasiri 

Advisor: William Allen, Ph.D. 

Both academia and industry environments are getting significant attention to the Internet-of-

Things (IoT) technology because of the unlimited benefits that this technology can bring to 

the environment. The technology presents a vision of a future Internet where computing 

systems, nodes, users, and daily nodes such as sensors and actuators cooperate with 

unprecedented convenience and economic benefits. The umbrella of IoT covers various 

applications as the following (smart home, transport, community, and national applications). 

Most of the studies focus on its technical and usage more than the security perspective. 

Especially, there are limited papers focus on smart home protocols security regarding the 

design security rather than the implementation flaws and its secure communication within a 

local network. In the past, smart home research has focused on devices using more than their 

communication security. There is also a lack of research on analyzing smart home network 

protocols. This research goal is to develop a taxonomy [1] that supports the comparison of 

the security features in communication protocols used with the smart home application. The 

taxonomy covers five phases, from a device installation to network disconnection. To 

accomplish this goal, the authors performed a detailed study of the two most common smart 

home protocols, Zigbee and Z-Wave protocols. The ZigBee Alliance boasts of having the 

most extensive installed IoT device base in the world, with over 100 million certified devices 

[21], while according to the Z-Wave Alliance [5], Z-Wave is used on over 80% of home 

automated security alliances. Both protocols are analyzed under the taxonomy to compare 

their security features and components. In some cases, the protocols include proprietary 

specifications or elements, and a direct comparison is not possible. However, at least one of 
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the protocols provided details on each of those elements, and this limitation did not prevent 

the development of the taxonomy.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on introducing the background of Internet-of-Things (IoT) in 1.1. After 

that, section 1.2 provides a brief introduction to Home automation systems technology. 

Finally, the goal and motivation of this research are presented along with the research 

question that will be answered. 

1.1 Background of IoT  

State-of-the-art technology known as the Internet-of-Things (IoT) has public attention in 

both academia and industry. The research of IoT is proliferating because of the unbounded 

benefits that the IoT can bring to the environment. IoT devices allow real-world objects to 

connect, communicate, and cooperate over the Internet without users’ intervention. IoT 

technology provides device-to-device interaction that automates services without human 

interference [2]. Moreover, the technology uses standard and specialized Internet protocols 

for communication between human-to-thing and thing-to-thing.  

 Figure [1] displays the ecosystem of the IoT that involves the end-user and the four 

IoT applications; smart home, transport, community, and national applications [3]. Each 

application includes multiple sub-applications. These applications are classified based on 

network coverage, availability, scalability, and user interactions. As it has been shown in the 

Figure [1], the smart home application includes four main subcategories; health, 

entertainment, security, and utilities and appliances sub-applications. The Figure also 

displays the applications’ interconnectivity via the Internet, so it enables data sharing among 

nodes in the same application and with other applications. This paper concerns the smart 
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home environment as one of IoT applications, and it analyzes the security of popular smart 

home communication protocol for sharing data. 

 

 

Figure 1: Internet of Things Schematic showing end user and applications area based on 

data [3] 

 Figure [2] shows some examples of each subcategory of the smart home application. 

The smart home application is categorized based on the sensor, actuator, or device function. 

For example, the security box includes entry, motion, and smoke sensors, while the energy 

box contains lighting and appliance nodes [4]. 
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Figure 2: The functional organization of the smart home system [4] 

 Indeed, much focus has recently been given to designing and implementing a smart 

home system as fundamental elements of smart cities under the IoT technology for both 

educational and business fields. IoT technology plays an essential role in managing smart 

home components, which include sensors, actuators, and nodes. The technique creates new 

applications and services that improving user’s quality of life. 

 Even though the security of IoT easily grabbed researchers’ attention, some security 

challenges need more in-depth study and analysis. Those challenges could be existing 

because of the lack of communication specifications, either at device-to-device 

communication on the lower level, or device-to-cloud communications on the upper level. 

Besides the design flaw, a vulnerability could also be exploited because of a lack of 

implementation, even if the design specification considered security aspects. This paper 

analyzes the communication security for low-level communication protocols, device-to-

device, and discusses some of the specification flaws of Z-Wave  
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1.2 Home Automation Systems 

A smart home is a building or home that has a certain architecture enabled by several 

technologies to optimize and automate its services and functional tasks for the users [6]. At 

the same time, those smart features extend the physical lives of the devices and decrease 

operating costs. According to [6], a general definition of automated homes is “a home that 

has different subsystems that are connected and that use their stakeholder’s information and 

database management to implement the delegated goals.” 

 

 Most scientists and researchers in the field are not satisfied with smart home 

elements that could define it. So, the question to define the smart home is what elements 

could be used to describe and define it, and what differentiates it from other IoT applications. 

 According to [7], smart homes could be defined as a “home-like environment that 

possesses ambient intelligence and automatic control,” “which means that a home has the 

ability to react with the stakeholder and to give different types of services classified into four 

types: security-based services, energy efficiency based, health- care based, multimedia and 

entertainment based smart homes.” [8] 

 In addition, [8] authors define smart home with adding the communication element 

as an important feature to connect different possible usages of the system nodes. Thus, that 

will illustrate how technology can improve the stakeholders’ quality of life. “The back- bone 

which will enable the management and the control of different areas of a residence, binding 

four pillars of human livelihood inside a house: comfort and welfare; physical integrity and 

facility safety; rational management of domestic energy equipments[sic]; and the possibility 

to provide healthcare services to its inhabitants.” 

 Based on [8], the researchers define automated home as a “Smart Home can be 

defined as a concentrator and discriminator of information and service,” which means 
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improving the stakeholders’ quality of life by exchanging indoor information and providing 

indoor services, the system also provides outdoor services by working as a gateway to public 

services, such as a smart grid service, which in turn will provide information and services to 

a broader space, for instance, to smart cities systems. [3] 

 As IoT, the security of the smart home also has been an interesting field for 

researchers. Such systems have been built with a lack of security capabilities [3]. The 

stakeholders buy a smart home device, such as a lighting system. The device promises the 

stakeholders control of their homes either from inside or outside. It also allows them to 

monitor the devices, such as locking doors and viewing camera feeds. The devices use 

network protocols to communicate with each other and the gateway for providing services 

to the outside world.  

 However, these devices could be attacked easily, which in turn affects home security 

[5]. What if there are open source tools that allow an attacker to intercept the communication 

between a user and a device or even messages among devices in the same network? This 

paper studies the security of some smart home protocols to ensure proving a secure service. 

1.3 Goals and Motivation  

In recent years, the IoT has become more and more popular. According to the latest statistics 

in [9], the number of IoT devices in the world is somewhere between 7- 10 billion, as of 

2018. They are expected to reach around 64 billion devices by 2025. Subsequently, the 

security of these devices becomes critical; in general, most devices have access to highly 

secure personal and sensitive data. Moreover, [10] statistics point out that there are 9 billion 

smart home devices, one application of IoT, that will be sold by the end of 2019.  

 Past smart home research has focused on technology and devices using more than 

their communication security. There is also a lack of research on analyzing smart home 

network protocols. The goal of this research is to develop a taxonomy that supports 

comparison of the security features in communication protocols used with IoT devices, 

especially smart home application. The taxonomy covers important phases of a smart home 
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device from paring to remove it from the network [1]. To accomplish this goal, the authors 

performed a detailed study of the two most common smart home protocols, Zigbee and Z-

Wave and used the taxonomy to compare their security features and components. In some 

cases, the protocols include proprietary specifications or elements and a direct comparison 

is not possible. However, at least one of the protocols provided details on each of those 

elements and this limitation did not prevent development of the taxonomy. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

2.1 Related Work 

 In the article “Fog computing for the internet of things: Security and privacy issues,” 

Alrawais et al. [11] present an overview of the most common challenges and issues of 

security and privacy in the Internet of Things (IoT). The paper proposes a mechanism using 

fog to improve the distribution of information on certificate revocation among IoT devices 

to improve the system security. In “Security for the Internet of Things: A Survey of Existing 

Protocols and Open Research Issues,” Granjal et al. [12] report a comprehensive analysis of 

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model security and privacy in IoT. This paper studies 

each layer in OSI and contributes with a cross-examination of the security communication 

of some IoT protocols. 

 The authors of [13] conclude that security is also one of the major concerns that face 

some of the customers of the smart home. They are also concerned with other issues, for 

instance, inflexibility, costs, and poor manageability. That illustrates the importance of 

security for both researchers and customers. In [14], some smart home protocols are 

analyzed. The paper presents a brief background of these protocols and analyzes the security 

and their implications of using the cloud platform on smart homes. [14] states the most 

common threats to and good practices of smart homes. The next article under review is 

“Smart-phones attacking smart-homes,” the authors illustrate the ability of an external 

mobile application to exploit smart home devices. A doctored smartphone app targets 

vulnerable IoT devices in a home. Thus, an external entity can modify the network firewall 

so that it attacks the IoT device. That kind of attack is against the idea of protecting smart 

home devices from Internet attacks by the security offered by home routers [15]. 

 The article entitled “Improving Smart Home Security: Integrating logical sensing 

into smart home,” by Jose et al. [16] explain the significant security and privacy threats of 
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smart homes, and then they propose using the logic-based security algorithms for improving 

the smart homes’ security. 

 Another article represents multiple security techniques that could be used to provide 

a secure automated home. [17] discovers several vulnerabilities and weaknesses of Z-Wave 

controllers, such as the VeraLite Smart Home Controller, that disclose sensitive information. 

Attacking the controllers would allow fully controlled access to all devices on the network. 

The authors propose mitigation steps that could strengthen the protocol security.  

 On the other hand, the authors of [18] attacked a Z-Wave compliant door lock in 

2013. Firstly, the authors perform a detailed analysis of the Z-Wave stack and protocol 

security. They uncover frame encryption and authentication algorithms details. Indeed, they 

developed the z-force project, which is a sniffer tool that consists of two Texas Instruments 

CC1110 boards, one transmits and receives, and has custom firmware. The exploitation can 

be performed because of the implementation error of that Z-Wave protocol specifications. 

The authors were able to reset the established Network key. They use Z-force to capture the 

controller’s Home ID (Network ID) and the device’s Node ID. After that, they could reset 

the Network key to a different value, and inject unauthorized commands into the Z-Wave 

network. Thus, the authors could open and close the door lock. Regarding the tool limitation, 

it is limited to work on the 860.4 MHz European frequency, and it is challenging to 

implement or extend because of its closed-source nature.   

 Unlike other articles, the authors in [19] developed a Scapy-radio project that uses 

to analyze the Z-Wave network. Scapy-radio is a combination of Scapy and gnuRadio 

toolkits on a Software-Defined Radio (SDR) to monitor and capture the network traffic, and 

then replay packets back into the Z-Wave network. For experimenting, the authors need to 

create a Z-Wave network using a Raspberry Pi and an Aeon Labs Z-Stick programmed using 

the open-source OpenZWave software. They also included an alarm device and a motion 

sensor and created the network as two Z-Wave devices. The regular operation of both devices 

is when the motion sensor is active, it sends a packet to the controller. Upon reception, the 

controller sends a packet to the alarm device with a command to activate. On the attack 
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scenario, the developers of Scapy-Radio capture the network traffic and detect ON 

commands from the controller to the alarm device and successively inject OFF commands 

to the alarm effectively denying service to the device. Thus, the Scapy-radio project affects 

the system availability.  

 In addition, the authors in [20] provide an exhaustive overview of IoT applications. 

The paper mentions the security features of the most significant IoT protocols for smart home 

application, such as Zigbee, Z-Wave, KNX-RF, EnOcean, and Thread. The authors compare 

the protocols generally and in terms of encryption and/or authentication or integrity checking 

services. They conclude that Z-Wave is using the most robust security mechanism, such as 

building blocks, utilizing a nonce-based counter as well as using the Elliptic Curve Diffie-

Hellman key exchange method, which considered a secure method. According to [20], the 

studied protocols using less practical or secure methods with the key exchange process are 

either pre-shared or default keys. 

 Paper [1] propose a taxonomy for the security assessment of building automation 

systems (BAS). The authors apply the taxonomy to Thread, one protocol used in BAS. That 

taxonomy is used as a guide and to format the taxonomy in this research. This research uses 

the same format from paper [1] but in a different field, which is a smart home. 
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Chapter 3 

Current Smart Home Network Protocols 

3.1 Describe ZigBee 

The ZigBee [21]is an open standard and a popular protocol in the smart homes’ domain. 

ZigBee was named officially as ZigBee in 2007 [22] and was developed on top of IEEE 

802.15.4 standard for the smart homes’ needs. It is a low-power, and two-way wireless 

communications. It supports a wide range of devices and can connect over 150 devices on a 

single network [22]. The protocol routers are utilized to exchange messages between ZigBee 

nodes or between nodes and a cloud. Zigbee vendors have often implemented different 

versions of the network stack that still meet the overall requirements for communication. 

Because this does not impact communications between devices, this analysis will not focus 

on the details of the different versions [23].  

 The ZigBee Alliance is the standard support of the open IoT protocol and was 

established in 2002 [24]. It is a non-profit association that maintains the ZigBee 

specifications by over 300 innovative and well-known companies around the world [21]. 

The Alliance supplies IoT manufacturers with what they need to create and produce ZigBee 

products. It boasts of having the most extensive installed IoT device base in the world, with 

over 100 million certified devices [21]. The network has ZigBee green power devices, which 

are life-long batteries and energy harvesting devices. Therefore, the ZigBee protocol 

supports the energy efficiency factor.  

 Among all wireless protocols, including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and others, ZigBee is the 

best protocol for the IoT, especially in the automated homes systems for many reasons. By 

comparing ZigBee with Wi-Fi, low energy consumption and the ability of using mesh 

networking in ZigBee expand the boundary of possible applications. In contrast, Wi-Fi has 

bounded applications for its high power usage [25]. In addition, comparing ZigBee with 

Bluetooth, the former has a larger wireless range for big houses or buildings [21]. 
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3.1.1 ZigBee Architecture Overview 

A ZigBee device could perform the function of ZigBee Coordinator (ZC), which is the 

network trust center (TC), ZigBee Router (ZR), or ZigBee End Device (ZED). ZC initiates 

and controls the network structure, issues keys, and authorizes nodes once they connect to 

the network. ZRs relay network traffic for ZED and can be used for extending the network 

routing distance, if necessary, thus increasing the system reliability. ZEDs are the certified 

devices that connected to the ZigBee network. Distributing these devices is dependent on the 

network model. In the ZigBee network, there are two separate security models, centralized 

and distributed. Section 3.1.2 explains the difference between them [26].  

 There are three kinds of device topologies: ZigBee application devices, logical 

devices, and physical devices [22]. ZigBee application devices are a variety of sensors that 

collect information from the ecosystem and transmit it to the network coordinator. ZigBee 

logical devices take the form of a coordinator, router, or end device. ZigBee physical devices 

consist of full function devices (FFD) and reduced function devices (RFD). FFD can be used 

as a coordinator, router, or end device because FFD supports all network-related operations. 

TC is considered an FFD because of its responsibility in controlling all network operations 

in a centralized network. TC is responsible for keys security, managing security credentials, 

and channel width setting. FFD must be provided a continuous source of power in case they 

are configured to be perpetually active.  

 On the other hand, RFD is a simple device that can perform communication with 

FFD and limited network-related operations. Those devices can take the form of sensors or 

end devices that collect network information from coordinators or routers, and they cannot 

communicate with other networks outside of their ranges. 

 ZigBee 3.0 specifications were ratified in December 2015 but publicly released one 

year later, as a substitute for the 2012 ZigBee Pro protocol [27]. The ZigBee 3.0 allows many 

smart objects to work together because of the mesh network and the universal language, so 

it is the interoperable solution for IoT environment [28]. There are different ways (profiles) 
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to use ZigBee protocol; for instance, ZigBee Home Automation for applications in 

residential environments, ZigBee Light Link for connected lighting systems, or ZigBee 

Smart Energy for smart metering. That caused a problem with the previous version, ZigBee 

Pro, that a possibility of these different systems may not work together. For example, a 

ZigBee certified product that works with a certain configuration of the ZigBee network might 

not work with a different configuration. Thus, besides knowing a device is supporting the 

ZigBee protocol, users have to know and make sure it works with ZigBee configurations as 

well. For instance, the lighting system may work with the ZigBee Light Link module but not 

with the Smart Energy module because it is not designed to work with the Smart Energy 

module. The ZigBee 3.0 solves that problem by merging different profiles into one standard. 

Therefore, the ZigBee 3.0 network allows for multiple ZigBee configurations so that it can 

work with multiple devices concurrently. Except for the Smart Energy profile, which stays 

independent because of the unique requirements of the smart metering implementations. 

 ZigBee has seven levels of security [26]. The security level is defined in the 

Auxiliary Security Header of each packet. ZigBee protocol encrypts messages by Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm in Counter (CTR) mode, CTR stands for "Counter"; 

similarly, the protocol authenticates nodes by the same algorithm but in Cipher Blocker 

Chaining (CBC) mode. These combinations are referred to as the CCM mode encryption. It 

is an authenticated encryption algorithm used throughout the message transformation. To 

sum up, ZigBee encrypts transmitted data by AES so that it provides the security and 

integrity of the network communication [29]. Besides data encryption, the protocol also 

supports node and data verification and data duplication protection. An authentication 

function and adding message imprinting to a frame are used to provide data integrity. The 

system uses Message Integrity Code (MIC), which is similar to the Message Authentication 

Code (MAC) in other networks. It is check sum at the end of the packet, so it just verifies 

the packets has not modified so that it provides reliability feature [29].  

 AES is one of the cipher block chaining message authentication code (CBC-MAC) 

algorithms. AES is considered the safest encryption method by the US Government. For 

instance, the bank sector uses the AES method for encrypting their transactions [30]. 
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 ZigBee protocol coordination (access mode) is designed to set up in both ways: 

beacon and non-beacon-based access modes. In non-beacon mode, the central controllers do 

not broadcast beacon signals for nodes connections. Thus, when nodes try to connect to a 

ZigBee coordinator, devices start by sending beacons to ask about the coordinator, which in 

turn can cause more interference. In contrast, beacon mode allows coordinators to send out 

beacons for data transmission so that nodes can connect to the ZigBee network easily. 

Beacon mode simplifies connections and remembers preconnected nodes. Therefore, 

beacon-based access protocol prevents interference possibility [22]. 

 Confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and availability are essential goals for 

studying the security of any system. The following section explains all of them [31]:  

1. Confidentiality: legitimate nodes or users are only allowed to access data and commands 

sent in the network. 

2. Integrity: legitimate nodes or users are only allowed to alter the network data and 

commands in a legitimate way. 

3. Authenticity: illegitimate nodes or users that sent data and commands in the network can 

be rejected by the network receiver. 

4. Availability: the network services and data are available when they needed by legitimate 

nodes or users. 

 ZigBee 3.0 uses three algorithms for applying security goals: encryption, 

authentication, and integrity perspectives, the protocol uses AES-CCM with a 128-bit key. 

This is an extremely safe and reliable algorithm that guarantees confidentiality and 

authenticity in wireless communication [32].  

3.1.2 ZigBee Security Models 

ZigBee provides distributed and centralized network security models for providing an ideal 

balance of security, usage facilitation, price, and battery consumption. Besides the existence 

of TC difference, joining new nodes and securely protecting transferred messages is different 

in both systems. In the distributed network, there are routers and end devices; when a ZigBee 

router is powering up, it should join a prorate ZigBee network if it exists. However, if a 
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network does not exist, the router constructs a distributed network. Routers are responsible 

for issuing and then distributing the Network security keys to other routers and end devices 

in the same network to encrypt the messages.  

 The centralized model includes the TC devices; TC is considered an FFD, so it 

controls whether other devices in the network can join the network by checking their 

credentials. In fact, the TC provides higher security in the network and issues a Network 

security key, a unique Trust Center Link Key for each node in the centralized network when 

they join, and Application Link keys for each pair of devices as requested [32]. 

 The following figure illustrates the difference between ZigBee centralized and 

distributed networks:  

 
Figure 3: Centralized and distributed ZigBee Security Models [32] 

3.1.2.1 Security commission in centralized networks 

A joined node use MAC association as specified in IEEE 802.15.4 for performing the 

commissioning process. Actually, the new node has the Pre-Configured Unique Link key 

that is Pre-Configured or Pre-programmed on the joined node either in the factory or during 
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commissioning process. More details about the Pre-configured Unique Link key is under 

section 3.2.2.2. ZigBee 3.0 uses the Pre-configured Unique Link key to encrypt the Network 

key and sending it from TC to the joined node; however, the older versions use the Master 

key (the Pre-Configured Global Link key) for that transformation. In ZigBee 3.0, the Pre-

Configured Unique Link key is replaced by the Trust Center Link Key (TCLK) for later 

communication [33].  

 TC generates TCLK randomly in ZigBee 3.0, but in older versions, the TCLK is 

derived from the Pre-configured Unique Link key using Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (MMO) hash 

function. TC sends the Network key with the initial TCLK. Then, the joined node requests a 

new Link key that is encrypted by the initial TCLK. After that, TC sends the new Link key 

to the joined node encrypted with the initial TCLK. When the joined node received the new 

Link key, the node issues a command to the TC that is encrypted with the new Link key. 

Thus, the node will communicate [33].  
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Figure 4: Security in ZigBee centralized networks [34] 

3.1.2.2 Security commission in distributed networks 

This mode is a simple system and provides a less-secured. Once new routers and end nodes 

join the network, the previous routers send the key. Here, the joined node also uses MAC 

association for commissioning process. The system uses Distributed Security Global Link 

key and Pre-Configured Link key which are manufacturer-defined and are used to encrypt 

the communication between the router parent and the joining node. There are multiple types 

of the Pre-Configured Link key; however, the Master key, which is used during Zigbee 

certification testing, is the only one that is used to encrypt the Network key and sending it 

from the router parent to the joined node [33]. 

3.2 The technical description of ZigBee 

3.2.1 Commission phase 

ZigBee has a commissioning process to set up a node, and it has its own way of adding a 

new node to the network. Touchlink and EZ-Mode are methods of joining a new node in the 

protocol network. The standard sets up the way for joining a node to the network and 

exchanges its security information with a unique and secure Link key of TC [35]. In general, 

each one would use QR code, proximity touchlink, or global key methods [35]. 
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 For ZigBee 3.0, developers adopted touchlink module as a way of commissioning 

in the latest ZigBee specifications. Instead of cryptographic authentication for joining a new 

node, the node sends commands using inter-PAN (personal area network) frames in close 

physical proximity. That allows for the integration of a new device in the network easily and 

enables the devices to be connected with controllers easily. The touchlink was developed for 

facilitating the integration of new lighting systems, which follow the standard of the legacy 

ZigBee Light Link system [21]. 

 The authors of [21] analyzed the touchlink security and showed its design flaw that 

make it insecure. The Network key transformation from the TC to the new device is 

encrypted by a global Master key (the Touch-Link Preconfigured Link key). In March 2015, 

this key was leaked in ZigBee Light Link (ZLL) systems, such as Philips Hue bulbs, even 

though it was distributed to manufacturers under a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). Thus, 

an attacker could obtain the Network key that is encrypted by the leaked Master key. The 

attacker could simply sniff the network during the reinitialization process. In fact, the Master 

key could not be renewed because of the backward compatibility demands towards legacy 

ZigBee Light Link products [21]. 

 As a result, the authors of [21] could perform passive and active attacks by 

eavesdropping the transmitted packets. The authors could extract the Network key which in 

turns compromise the whole nodes security regardless the way of joining them in the 

network. For performing the passive attacks, the authors eavesdrop the ZigBee 3.0 wireless 

communication on nodes. While, active attacks require interaction with the targeted node via 

wireless communication. Some of the passive attacks and active attacks; for 

instance, Identify Action, Reset to Factory-New, Permanent Disconnect, and Hijack attacks, 

targeted the availability of the network by performing denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. DoS 

attacks exploit inter-PAN frames of the touchlink method which in turns these frames are 

not secured or authenticated. On the other hand, Hijack and Network Key Extraction attacks 

are controlling the whole network’s nodes. The following Table [1] categorize these attacks 

based on the attack type and goal. All these attacks could be recovered by reset the device, 

which means disconnecting the device from the power source and reconnect again. 
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Table 1: Touchlink method attacks [31] 

Attack Type of Attack Attacker Goals 

 Active Passive DoS Control 

Identify Action X  X  

Reset to Factory-New X  X  

Permanent Disconnect X  X  

Hijack X  X X 

Network Key Extraction  X  X 

 

 EZ-Mode commissioning is the second way of the commissioning methods in the 

ZigBee 3.0. The user could activate the EZ-Mode by pushing a device button. This mode 

will be active for around three minutes and also could be extended if the user continues 

pressing the button. The new node scans for an open ZigBee network in its range. Once the 

node finds an appropriate network, it uses MAC association as specified in IEEE 802.15.4 

for performing the commissioning in both centralized and distrusted models. Then, the node 

waits for receiving the Network key from the TC once it authenticates the new device [21]. 

 The secure Network key transportation in the centralized security networks are not 

similar in the distributed security networks. In the centralized security networks, the system 

could use the Pre-Configured Unique Link key in ZigBee 3.0 or the Master Key (Pre-

Configured Global Link key) in older versions may use for the transportation. Then, both of 

them are replaced with TCLK for key exchange. Each key has its weakness that allow an 

attacker to compromise the ZigBee protocol. Regarding the TCLK, it may force the network 

users to recommission a device while the attacker exists in that area. For example, jamming 

attack is one of the attacks that enforce users to perform recommission process.  

 In addition, the user could complete the commission by the Pre-Configured Unique 

Link key that derived from an install code. All the protocol nodes must have a unique install 

code that comes in a form of a QR code or printed number. It is a random 128‐bit number 
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protected by a 16‐bit CRC. The possibility of attacking this method would be after 

eavesdropping on the commissioning process, the attacker can recover the network key [21]. 

 Between these two keys of the EZ-Mode method in centralized model, paper [21] 

Shows that the install code is the secure one against the local attacker. Regardless the 

usability issue of entering or scanning the install code, this method is more secure [21]. 

 On the other hand, the distributed model, the Network key transport using NDA- 

protected distributed security global link key in ZigBee 3.0 or Pre-Configured Link key in 

older versions. Both are secure as long as it is not disclosed. 

 To sum up, ZigBee 3.0 devices must use the EZ-Mode commissioning method, so it 

is a mandatory method. However, the touchlink method is an option for devices’ 

manufacturers. Unfortunately, manufacturers may not know if the touchline is appropriate 

for a particular profile because of the lack of the ZigBee 3.0 specification guidelines [21]. 

3.2.2 Communication Phase 

In the ZigBee 3.0, Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers are based on 

IEEE 802.15.4 specifications. The ZigBee has its protocols with Network (NWK) and 

Application (APL) layers, and it applies the security measures of encryption on only these 

two layers. In fact, encryption and other security measures, such as authentication, are 

applied by the MAC layer, based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. However, these measures 

are not implemented on the MAC layer in the ZigBee protocol. It applies authentication and 

encryption on higher layers, which are Application and Network layers, with a 128-bit 

Network key that is used for communication security [21]. 

 Energy depletion attack, Ghost-in-ZigBee, affects the ZigBee nodes because of lack 

of security measures implementation on the Physical and MAC layers [26]. Indeed, the 

payload is encrypted, but the device address and counter value are not encrypted in IEEE 

802.15.4. So, an attacker can generate messages from any selected node. In fact, the ZigBee 

node must handle each message even if the message is discarded and the integrity check 
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fails. As a consequence, that will affect the availability of the network and produce a DoS 

attack. It also led to high battery consumption. 

The following figure illustrating the ZigBee stack [36]: 

 PHY and MAC layers are based on IEEE 802.15.4 specifications and for medium 

communication in the protocol. 

 NWK layer is replaced by ZigBee specifications. In other words, the ZigBee is doing its 

network layer, and it does not use a standard protocol. This layer controls messages, 

which mean how to get that messages from a node to the TC and vice versa. The NWK 

layer optionally uses AES for packets encryption in old version, but it is mandatory in 

ZigBee 3.0. 

 APL layer is also replaced by ZigBee specifications, and it is about messages content. 

APL establishes a unique set of AES‐128 encryption keys for the communication 

between devices in which providing secure communication [32]. 

 

 
Figure 5: ZigBee protocol stack [36] 

 ZigBee 3.0 supports secure methods of changing keys [37]. The Application Support 

Sublayer (APS) and the Network layer are used to perform the encryption [37]. Concerning 

ZigBee security, manufacturers may choose between standard security or high-security 
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profiles that are provided by ZigBee specifications. The former profile is the basic one and 

rarely adopted because it is easily attacked.  The latter is often used because it ensures high 

security at the network layer. The security issue with the standard profile is sharing the 

Network key in an unencrypted form, which means in plain text. However, if the high-

security profile is used, the Network key is encrypted with the link key, which is one of the 

security keys adopted by ZigBee [38]. 

 The communication could be encrypted or unencrypted. In case of unencrypted 

communication, transported information can be easily attacked by accessing the network, 

such as sniffing or capturing the exchanged packets. While in secured and encrypted 

communications, it is not easy to gain the Network key and then decrypt the packets. In the 

unencrypted case, attackers may affect the system availability, so they could perform 

jamming or denial of service attacks [38]. 

 Input and output messages are encrypted by APS that provides all different kinds of 

encryption keys in this layer. The APS layer encryption key must be updated whenever the 

node joins the network, so the update process is mandatory unlike old versions of ZigBee. 

In other words, when a new node joins the ZigBee centralized network, it is mandatory to 

request a random generated Trust Center Link key. The protocol uses this key with all 

encrypted messages transferred in the APS-layer. As a result, forcing the system to update 

the key every time the node joins the network adds secure communication and so that prevent 

from compromising the Network key. That is considered as a second layer of encryption 

[22].  

3.2.2.1 Routing and Forwarding  

ZigBee uses one of the basic routing algorithms, Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

(AODV). AODV does not maintain complete, up-to-date route information, it discovers 

routes on-demand so that reducing the number of broadcast messages and limiting traffic 

amount [39]. It enables node reconfiguration dynamically and failure recovery once the 

failure of the node happens. 
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 AODV algorithm operates with the centralized and disturbed networks, so the 

routing management function does not require a centralized node. Therefore, AODV can be 

designed with the ‘‘Ad-Hoc’’ mode, where users are self-managed and the ‘‘Infrastructure’’ 

mode, where an authority manages the network with some infrastructure, such as TC, routers, 

or base stations [40] [41]. 

 Regarding the AODV’s lack of security, it was designed without security features 

[42], so it assumes a cooperative and trustworthy ecosystem.  Malicious attackers can easily 

compromise the network by performing routing or forwarding attacks [42]. The attacker may 

impersonate the TC in centralized systems, or the router in distributed systems by 

intentionally changing and breach the protocol specifications, which would affect the 

network confidentiality and integrity [43]. For instance, the attacker could impersonate a 

node by forging a request (RREQ) with its address as the originator address [39] [44]. 

 In addition, the attackers may perform a man-in-the-middle attack to affect the 

system confidentiality and integrity as well. They could analyze the transferred messages 

between an original and destination node by attacking the route discovery process. When the 

original node generates and sends a RREQ command to discover a route to the destination, 

the attackers could reduce the hop count field to increase the chances of being in the route 

path. Instead of that, the attackers could increment the sequence number of the destination 

to make the malicious route look fresher to the other nodes than the original [43]. 

  The attackers may also divert packet traffic toward malicious or nonexistent 

destination nodes in the network. For instance, a route with a smaller distance than its actual 

route, or routing updates with a large sequence number could be announced by the attacker 

so that it invalidates all the routing updates from other nodes. Moreover, the attackers may 

form routing loops in the ZigBee network; as a result, it may introduce channel contention 

and severe network congestion, which in turn could affect the network availability [43] [44]. 

3.2.2.2 Key Management  

 ZigBee uses different kinds of keys for the centralized and distributed networks at 

the NWK and APL layers [26]. The following section describe each one: 
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The keys used in the centralized networks at the network Layer: 

 Network key: a 128-bit key that is generated by the TC. It is shared between all network 

devices for broadcasting communications in both centralized and distributed networks. 

It uses for data encryption. The key could be transformed in the network as plaintext or 

as an encrypted depends on the chosen security profile. As it was aforementioned in 

section 3.2.2, ZigBee could be under standard security profile or high-security profile 

for security communication. Based on the chosen profile, the Network key is distributed 

in the network. Actually, the Network key must be encrypted when it transmits in the 

ZigBee 3.0 network. 

 Link key: a 128-bit key that is shared between two nodes for encrypting the Network 

key, Exchange the Network key. ZigBee adopted this key as one of the secure keys in 

the system. There are two types of link keys: Pre-Configured Global and Pre-Configured 

Unique. The function of each one in either the centralized or distributed networks has 

been explained under 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2 sections. 

 a. Pre-Configured Global Link key is shared between the TC and all nodes in the 

network. It is used to encrypt the Network key in old version of ZigBee.  

 b.  Pre-Configured Unique Link key is shared between the TC and a related node 

(one-to-one relation). It is used to encrypt the Network key, when sent from the TC to a 

node, in ZigBee 3.0. The Pre-Configured Link key is replaced by the TCLK for later 

communication.  

 

For more secure communication. After setting up the network-level security at the 

network layer in the centralized networks, the application-level security can be set up. 

 Alongside the Network key, Pre-Configured Global Link key, and Pre-Configured 

Unique Link key, the application layer uses the TCLK. TCLK is used between the TC 

and one other node and is derived from the pre-configured unique link key in older 

versions of ZigBee or randomly generated by the TC in ZigBee. The TCLK then is used 

to encrypt all subsequent communication between the TC and the relevant node. 
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However, the system replaces the Pre-Configured Unique Link, but the system keeps 

that key if the related node rejoins the network in older versions [33].  

In addition, the APL layer uses Application Link key. TC generates the Application Link 

key with association with the IEEE/MAC addresses of two nodes in the network. This 

key is used for the communication between these two nodes without the TC. The key is 

requested by one of these nodes. The Application Link key is transmitted from the TC 

to both nodes with encryption by the Network key and, if exists, the Pre-Configured 

Unique Link key [33].  

The keys used in the distributed networks at both the network and application layers: 

 Network key: as described above. 

 Distributed Security Global Link Key:  used to encrypt the communication between the 

router parent and a related node. The key is manufactory-defined for all nodes.  

 Pre-Configured Link Key: used to encrypt the communication between the router parent 

and a joining node. The key is manufactory-defined for all nodes using commissioning 

tool. Development, Certification, and Master keys are all types of the Pre-Configured 

Link key. Development key is used during the development process which means before 

the device certification, while the certification key is used during the certification testing 

process. The Master key is used after successful certification of the devices and it is the 

link key that is used.  

The Master key is printed on the device chip. The key is never directly sent in the 

network. This key leaked and attacked older versions of ZigBee networks as it has been 

illustrated in section 3.2.1. The security issue is a malicious device can pretend to be part 

of the network after stealing the Network key because it is encrypted by the leaked 

Master key. The attacker could simply sniff the network during the reinitialization 

process [33].  

The following table explains these different kinds of keys in detail. 
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Table 2: Different kinds of ZigBee keys [33] 

 

1)  Key Generation 

In centralized model, TC issues keys and authorize nodes when connecting to the network 

[26]. In other words, the device connects with the TC that checks to see if it would authorize 

the device. For ensuring the security of the connection, the joined node has to perform link 

keys exchanging process with TC. Thus, TC is who is handling the key all the time. 

Specifically, TC generates the Network key, TCLK, and the Application Link key. On the 

other hand, distributed models do not authorize joined nodes. One of the routers in that kind 

of network manages the Network key which is the only key in that model. 
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2) Key Distribution and Replacement 

In general, the Network keys are distributed to manufacturers under the NDA. For security 

purpose, in the centralized network, the TC is the only device can perform creation, 

distribution, and switching ZigBee Network keys periodically in order to limit the amount 

of time that an attacker can get and store the Network key. Key replacement and resetting 

are part of the TC function.  

 Malicious attackers could get the benefit of unlimited life time of the Link Key in 

old versions (before ZigBee 3.0) so that they reuse the keystream of the network by 

producing the messages and causing counter overflow. The security issue is that a malicious 

device can pretend to be part of the ZigBee network which in turn affects the system’s 

confidentiality [26]. 

3.2.3 Leaving Phase 

For leaving a network, a Zigbee device can notify the controller that it is leaving the network 

by sending it a message, or a router or controller can send a message to a device telling it to 

leave the network. Also, a node can leave the network without leaving a message if it moves 

away or turn it off. There are no requirements to disconnect from the network in ZigBee 

networks.  

3.2.4 Firmware 

ZigBee 3.0 updates its framework using over-the-air (OTA) method which in turns allow a 

device’s developers to add new features, fix flaws, or apply security patches once a new 

threat is identified [33]. 

3.2.5 Tamper-proofness  

ZigBee passwords are stored in the device memory in unencrypted form, so the stored 

passwords are easy to copy once physical access achieved by an attacker. In order to prevent 

this kind of attack, the anti-tamper box should be used, and the device should delete memory 

data when a breach is reported. 
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3.3 Describe Z-Wave 

Z-Wave was developed in 2000 by a Danish start-up called Zen-Sys and was later acquired 

by Sigma Designs Inc. Z-Wave Alliance Association’s major function is expanding Z-Wave 

technology and cross-brand (interoperability) of Z-Wave devices and also controlling 

technological development. Over 700 companies developed their products using Z-Wave 

which resulted in more than 100 million products worldwide. The protocol was designed for 

controlling, monitoring, and status operations of home automation, either access control or 

alarm systems. The control operation involves turning devices ON/OFF; monitoring 

operation refers to the correctness of the function; finally, the status operation indicates the 

status of the device, either ON/OFF. All these signals are responsible for ensuring the 

functionality of the network. 

 Z-Wave is a wireless protocol that has automated home protocol features, such as 

secure, ultra-low power, low communication latency, and is lightweight. The protocol uses 

RF technology for data transmission and is an ideal chosen protocol for battery powered 

sensors or small devices when compared with Wi-Fi and others power consumption 

protocols. Similar to the ZigBee, the Z-Wave protocol is very energy efficiency [45]. The Z-

Wave networks use a Network ID (Home ID) and Node ID, this paper provides a more 

detailed explanation later [46]. 

 In general, Z-Wave can be implemented on different smart home applications [47]. 

The following table illustrates some of them. 

Table 3: Different kinds of Z-Wave smart home applications [47] 

Application Examples 

Security devices Sensors, controllers, and cameras 

Access devices Doors, windows, and garage 

Lighting systems Switches, controllers, and dimmers 

Climate devices Thermostats and humidity controls 
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 Regarding technical aspect, Z-Wave is a property standard protocol and meshed 

network limited up to 232 nodes. Its range is up to 30 meters, and its data rate is up to 100 

kbps [30]. Z-Wave stack consists of Physical (PHY), Media Access Control (MAC), 

Adaptive, LLC, and Application layers. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

consider the first two layers as G.9959 standard. It operates on industrial, scientific and 

medical (ISM) radio bands. Also, it operates on 868.42 MHz frequency in the European 

Union and 908.42 MHz frequency in the United States. Thus, the protocol does not have 

interference with 2.4GHz wireless protocols, such as Wi-Fi [47]. The interference might 

affect a new joined device communication when the network is being used. Also, the 

interference and network might cause the signals to be mixed or dropped completely. 

 
 

Figure 6: Timeline of Z-Wave Technology [48] 

 Figure [6] shows the Z-Wave timeline since 2000 when is released. At the beginning, 

Z-Wave’s data rate was 9600 bits per second, which was able to turn on/off only a couple of 

lights. However, the lighting devices needed more functionality, which in turn required 

increasing the data rate. As a result, the protocol rate increased to 40K with the 300 series 

and 100K with the 500 series. In addition to the data rate improvements, data range, RF 

sensitivity, power, and security aspects were also developed [48]. The most significant 
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feature of all Z-Wave versions is that all of them are backward compatible and cross-brand 

[47].  

 Z-Wave S2 was released to solve a vulnerability issue that occurred when the system 

was joining a new S0 node [6]. A more in-depth explanation of that vulnerability will be 

included in the commission phase. S0 communication is unsecure “in the clear”. On the other 

hand, S2, which is the latest version of Z-Wave, uses a Security Command Class for 

encrypting the Z-Wave communication. It uses ECDH exchange key encryption method. It 

also uses AES 128-bit that is commonly utilized in online banking. More explanation of the 

encryption and security procedures will be introduced later under the taxonomy phases. 

 As it was aforementioned in Sigma Design document, the application layer is 

classified logically into three kinds of security classes that secure the communication. The 

security classes in the newest version of Z-Wave are S2 Access Control, S2 

Authenticated, and S2 Unauthenticated. S2 Access Control class is the most authenticated 

class, and it includes access control nodes, for instance, door locks and garage doors. 

Ordinary household appliances are classified as S2 Authenticated class, such as light systems 

and sensors. Finally, S2 Unauthenticated class is the only untrusted class that is used for Z-

Wave controllers that have a restricted user interface, so it is difficult to authenticate new 

nodes at the commission phase because of its inability. For instance, a key fob used to control 

a few lamps in a country cabin [45]. 

 There are limited studies of Z-Wave security and the major reason for this is Z-Wave 

Alliance prohibits developers from disclosure the protocol specification [49]. Signing 

nondisclosure agreements (NDAs) prevents researchers from performing open source 

research [49]. As a result, the open source tools for testing the security of the protocol are 

not available which works as an obstacle for security researchers [49]. Even though Sigma 

Designs published an open source version of Z-Wave in 2016, the strict restrictions were 

few with the protocol developers. In fact, the whole specification is not public, only specific 

parts. 
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 In addition, the small number of Security S2 nodes on the market resulted in a 

distinct lack of research studies. A significant number of appliances were carefully certified 

before April 2017, so non-Security S2 devices are the majority devices on the market [26]. 

 Using Z-Wave on smart home devices provides features that are not found with 

Bluetooth or Wi-Fi wireless protocols. As it has been mentioned, Z-Wave has a different 

frequency that prevents signal interference with other protocols. Z-Wave is a quiet 

frequency, while Wi-Fi has noisy static and a larger bandwidth. Users can access, monitor, 

and control Z-Wave appliances remotely via any computing device; on the other hand, 

Bluetooth is point-to-point, so it does not have remote access. 

 

 According to the Z-Wave Alliance [5], Z-Wave is used on over 80% of home 

automated security alliances; thus, Z-Wave and ZigBee are the most popular wireless 

protocols used in smart homes. However, ZigBee is subjected to interference since it is using 

same frequency as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth [30]. The presence of interference in the network 

effects the availability security aspect. For example, unlocking the door could not be 

performed because of interference which causes a security problem. 

3.3.1 Z-wave Architecture Overview 

To provide a complete IoT service with using Z-Wave, the network involves sensors, 

actuators, controllers, routers, and gateways. Controller and slave nodes are two types of Z-

Wave nodes [49]. Controller nodes are responsible for sending commands in the network, 

and slaves nodes respond to those commands. However, a slave node can act a repeater for 

extending the distance by forwarding commands to nodes that are not connected directly 

with the controller device. The following section describes both nodes [46]: 

 1. Controllers Nodes: for controlling the automated home devices remotely, the Z-

Wave network needs a central control appliance (Z-Wave gateway). It is able to calculate 

the number of routes to the other nodes and also compile the network routing table. There 

are different kinds of controllers and each one has a different role. All controllers share some 

basic roles, so they are categorized into Primary and Secondary roles.  
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 a. Primary Controller: Each Z-Wave network has one primary controller and its 

major role is assigning the Network ID and Node IDs to the Z-Wave nodes during the 

commissioning phase. All nodes on that network have the same Network ID, preventing 

unidentified devices that are not part of the network from connecting. The primary controller 

is the main component of the network, so it has detailed information about the whole 

network, it manages the nodes’ communication. 

 b. Secondary Controller: is so called a static controller since it preserves the routing 

table. Similar to the primary node, it holds the Network ID.  

 2.  Slave Nodes: sometimes have a network map that explains the route information 

to the nodes have been connected by the network controller, if it works as a router in a 

clustered network. However, the controllers know the related routing information from the 

routing table. If the node works as a routing slave (repeater), it has a limited routing number 

to either slaves or controllers. 

 Z-Wave protocol is not an IEEE standard; Sigma Design and Silicon Lab are 

involved in development. This paper will describe the Sigma Design document from 2016, 

although the Silicon Lab document has been updated for parts of Z-Wave that are not related 

to security [56]. 

 According to Sigma Design report in 2015, Security S2 Class Commands is the most 

secure protocol among automated home systems protocols [50]. Thus, all Z-Wave devices 

made after 2017 were supporting Security S2 Commands. One of the differences between 

S0 and S2 is that the later uses the Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) method 

mandatory for exchanging the secure network keys [48]. It uses public- private keys for 

sending the AES key (symmetric key). The AES encryption is not only securing home 

communication but also securing outside communication (global network). 
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3.3.2 Z-Wave Security Models 

Like ZigBee, Z-Wave also supports centralized network security model; however, it 

supports clustered model instead of the distributed one. The following section explains both 

models.  

3.3.2.1 Security Commission in Centralized Networks 

Similar to the ZigBee network, the Z-Wave network has a coordinator to manage the devices 

communication. Because of the meshed model and the role of Z-Wave controllers, it could 

be concluded that Z-Wave may configure as a centralized network. On Z-Wave centralized 

security mode, the only device that can assign the Network ID and Node ID to a new device 

is the controller. All nodes in a single network have the same Network ID thus preventing a 

device that has different Network ID to communicate in that network [51]. In addition, the 

controller is the only node that can remove a node from the system.  

3.3.2.2 Security Commission in Clustered Networks 

 Z-Wave can also be configured as clustered network security model for long range 

communication. For instance, a building with two floors could need another clustered 

controller for second floor devices. Each group of nodes is controlled by a controller that 

assigns a unique Network ID for all the network nodes. The unique Network ID is used for 

access control and for separating nodes from another network as to prevent the networks 

from overlapping [52]. Thus, that prevents an out-side node form intercepting a clustered 

network which in turns provide confidentiality and integrity. 

3.4 The Technical description of Z-Wave  

3.4.1 Commission Phase 

Z-Wave commissioning is extremely simple; the devices are easy to setup and install [53]. 

It is similar to paring two devices by Bluetooth. First, the user needs to press a button or reset 

the slave and controller nodes physically, to put them in the paring mode, this is essential for 

commissioning preparation. After that, the controller could add all discovered devices at an 

intended range in the paring mode, or it could allow the user to choose a desired device. 

Indeed, it depends on the implantation of the controller [54].  
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 In 2013, a vulnerability was discovered in S0 during the commissioning process. 

Even though the communication could be encrypted (option) in Z-Wave S0, an attacker 

could sniff the transported packet. The attackers could reverse engineer the captured packet, 

key exchange packet, or they could even identify the hard-coded default key, which is an 

encryption key that is a 128 bit of zeros, from a node firmware. This attack is called S0 

decryption attack that is performed while adding a new device in the network, so it requires 

short time and on-site advanced tools. Consequently, Z-Wave Alliance reduced the impact 

of this attack by reducing the transmit power which means, the range is reduced when it 

exchanges the key, then once the exchange is performed, it can increase the power again. As 

a result, it requires close distance to intercept the transmitted signals [26]. In addition, the 

Alliance evolved the security of S0 and produced Security S2 version that countermeasure 

this attack. 

 Z-Wave S2 Security devices should authenticate the device by using a unique 

Device Specific Key (DSK), which comes as a form of a QR or PIN code [55]. DSK is the 

16 bytes of the 32- byte long Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) public key of the new 

node [56]. The user can enter the PIN manually, decimal digits that can be read visually, or 

scanned with a QR code automatically, to avoid users’ mistakes. DSK is used to identify the 

device, and it protects the commissioning process from man-in-the-middle attacks where 

attackers attempt to intercept and manipulate the process of exchanging the key. Therefore, 

that verifies the user and the device, and provides a confidential paring.  

 The main reason for using the ECDH public key is to authenticate the device. The 

ECDH public key is not secret. In S2 Access Control or S2 Authenticated classes, the joined 

node advertises an encoded ECDH public key, where the first 16 bits have been set to zero. 

The network controller scans quickly to reverse engineer the encoded ECDH public key so 

that it can join the new node without waiting for the installer. On the other hand, with S2 

Unauthenticated class joined node, the device authentication is skipped, so the joined node 

advertises the complete ECDH public key [45]. 
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 S2 is considered the most secure protocol for automated homes [45]. Every class in 

S2 is specified by the protocol specification. It determines what kind of Network key should 

be used and specifies the commissioning rules. It adds a secure commissioning process by 

using the ECDH exchange key technique, which is extremely considered as a secure method 

of exchanging keys and guarantee the nodes legitimately. As a result, it provides the 

confidentiality. Moreover, ECDH key exchange encryption is used by Security S2 to 

countermeasure man-in-the-middle, eavesdropping, and brute force attacks [56]. 

 A certified S2 device usually specializes to perform one functionality. However, if 

there is a device that does more than one functionality, multiple command classes, the 

controller would be announced from the commissioning phase. For example, an outdoor 

camera that has a temperature sensor executes both operations; thus, the connected controller 

would be announced about both command classes of that device. The joined node is 

responsible for reporting that announcement.  

 In security S2, a controller device could operate with all three security classes for 

managing all kinds of slave nodes in the network. S2 nodes could also require granting access 

to more than one class, the node will grant access to the highest security class for maintaining 

the system security [45]. For example, if the network contains an outdoor camera that granted 

access to the “S2 Authenticated” and “S2 Unauthenticated” classes, it will accept the highest-

class commands that using “S2 Authenticated” encryption [45]. 

 However, a joined node may request several types of classes, such as S2 

Authenticated, S2 Unauthenticated, and S0. A constrained S2 controller may be granted 

access to a subset of the requested classes, it could be granted access to the lower security 

class, which is S0, for whatever reason. The reasons behind that may be related to the 

controller implantation. As a result, it will provide unsecure communication. 

 The other way of not using the higher-level encryption method is through 

downgrading the system. A vulnerability was discovered in Z-Wave S2 in 2018 by two 

researchers, Ken Munro and Andrew Tierney from Pen Test Partners. They attacked the 
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system by using the advantage of downgrading S2 to S0, which has an unsecure key 

exchange method that has been explained. The vulnerability shows a lack of S2 underlying 

standard even though the downgrading feature is provided to support the backwards 

compatibility feature. In that attack, the researchers could intercept the communication 

between the Conexis L1 Smart Door Lock and the including controller. The attackers gained 

the keys and permanent access to the door. The downgrading attack could be performed 

without the user’s awareness. Thus, it effects the system’s confidentiality [57].  

 Silicon Lab said the S0 attack is not “interesting” because it is limited to the 

commission stage that has a limited timeframe. In addition to that, the system could warn 

the user if the downgrade happens. As a result, Z-Wave is considered a secure protocol and 

is used for smart homes [57]. 

 Up to the present time, this is the only attack that was discovered for Z-Wave S2. 

However, Munro said the system warns the user too late after stealing the keys and attacking 

the system. Moreover, the attacker could set up an automated tool that listen to radio data 

once the system is in paring mode to perform the S0 attack [57].  

 The improvement of S2 implements on both the Z-Wave’s hardware and software. 

Thus, to avoid the downgrading attack, it requires replacing all S0 devices which is very 

expensive and tedious to apply. This will require a huge change on other devices because if 

the S2 could not be downgraded, it will not work with any S0 devices, which in turn will 

affect the S2 market sales. 

 On the other hand, [45] illustrates the mechanisms of providing security classes and 

exchange keys used by S2 nodes once it is downgraded. Instead of using the S0 exchange 

key method, which is vulnerable, the S2 device transfers the S0 key just as the S2 

Unauthenticated class key, by using a temporary ECDH key. Therefore, the implementation 

of “Conexis L1 Smart Door Lock” has an implementation flaw that allows attackers to 

compromise the system [45]. 
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3.4.2 Communication Phase 

Like ZigBee and any protocol, Z-Wave is constructed with different layers, each one has its 

function on the Z-Wave stack [54] Z-Wave network stack consists of Physical (PHY), Media 

Access Control (MAC), Adaptive, LLC, and Application layers [49]. Each layer has its 

functionality either as technical or security roles. The PHY and MAC layers are defined in 

ITU-T G.9959-based protocols work in the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio 

frequency band (ISM). The specification of these two layers are publicly available; however, 

details about the network sublayer (NWK), part of Adaptive layer, are not publicly descried. 

Part of the Application layer is available at the OpenZwave source code. 

 

 
Figure 7: Z-Wave stack [49] 

The following figure illustrating the Z-Wave stack [49]: 

 

 PHY layer: transfers data between network nodes and is based on ITU G.9959 standard.  

 MAC layer: is based on ITU G.9959 standard, detects frame errors, and provides packet 

source authentication. It is responsible for packet acknowledgement retransmission. One 

of frame header components is frame checksum value, an error detection code exposes, 

and rejects the frame errors. Therefore, Z-Wave maintains the integrity of the network.  
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 The Adaptive layer: consists of three sublayers, which are Segmentation and 

Reassembly (SAR), NWK, and Encryption (ENC). The NWK layer has the Network and 

Node IDs that are assigned during the previous phase, and it is responsible for mesh 

routing. AES 128-bit encryption is performed in ENC layer (Security layer) in S0 and 

S2 nodes. On the other hand, the key exchange encryption method, ECDH, is mandatory 

in S2 nodes. If the communication is between S0 and S2, the S0 device is unable to 

decrypt the exchanged key which in turn requires system downgrading. Section 3.4.1 

explains that attack in more details.  

 
The Network layer is optional for extending the routing process. If a device is far away 

from the network Hub, a router can be in the middle to connect that device with the Hub. 

For instance, if an outside end-device is far from the Hub, it might act as a router to 

connect multiple devices. The router is optional because it might be all connected 

directly [54]. 

 LLC layer: contains specific node’s commands. 

 Application layer: carries on node’s parameters (payload) that are manufacturer 

specification.  

 Besides delivering messages securely, the acknowledgement technique also 

maintains secure multicast state information and helps with saving the node power [45].  

3.4.2.1 Routing and Forwarding 

Details about the network layer are not publicly described. The routing protocol for Z-Wave 

is owned by the Z-Wave Alliance, and it is not open source. The routing logic details are 

hidden in the device’s chip, they can be found in the required USB Z-Wave transceiver 

dongle’s firmware. Even though the layer is not open source, attackers can monitor the 

network traffic or discover the route by listening. In that case, the attackers cannot know or 

predict the routing method, they just listen to and analyze the network for some kind of 

attacks [54]. 
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 As it mentioned in section 3.3, there are limited number of security research in 

Security S2 nodes because of its lack of existence on the market. As a result, there is no 

discovered attack against Z-Wave Security S2 devices unless the downgrading attack that 

explained under commission phase in section 3.4.1 [54]. 

3.4.2.2 Key Management 

The controller manages all the keys and decides granted keys to nodes during the 

commissioning process. The following section illustrates all kinds of keys that Z-Wave uses.  

 Network key: is the secret key that is assigned by the controller during the paring phase. 

All nodes in the same network are assigned a unique Network key. The purpose of the 

key is knowing how to communicate on the network. In S2, each class has its Network 

key so that compromising one class does not affect other devices [54]. 

 The Encryption and Authentication Key (KeyCCM) and the CTR_DRBG Key 

(PersonalizationString) are derived from this Network key [45]. 

 Network ID: a manufactory-defined and unchangeable 32-bit. It is assigned by the 

controller, and every controller assigns a unique Network ID to all nodes in the network 

to prevent possibility of the network overlapping.  

 Node ID: the identification number of 8-bit values that is also assigned by the controller 

for each individual device in the network during the pairing phase [46]. It links an 

address of each node. During the commissioning phase, the network controller node 

always has Node ID = 1, which is the lowest ID [46]. After that, the first device paired 

to the network has Node ID = 2, and then the controller increments the Node ID by one 

for every upcoming paring in that network. The maximum number of Z-Wave nodes in 

a single network is 232.  

 DSK: 16-bytes of the node Public key and is used to identify the device at the 

commission process. It is known by the controller and the joined node and also used for 

their communication. DSK comes as a form of a QR or PIN codes. 

 ECDH Public key: is the Elliptic Curve Public key of Z-Wave nodes, and it is used for 

the ECDH Key Exchange [56]. 
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 ECDH private Key: the controller generates a new ECDH key pair, for the new joined 

node and the controller, after every S2 bootstrapping process attempt for S2 Access 

Control, Authenticated, or Unauthenticated classes. Similar to the Network key, the 

ECDH private key is a secret key [56].  

1) Key Generation 

In S2, with all three classes, the controller generates a new ECDH key pair after every S2 

bootstrapping process attempt regardless whether it was successful or not. The controller is 

also responsible for assigning the secret key, Network key, during that process. It is also 

responsible for assigning Node and Network IDs to every joined node [56].  

2) Key Distribution and Replacement 

Z-Wave S2 security uses ECDH key exchange method to distribute the secrete Network key 

while previous versions use the Master key which has a vulnerability. In the centralized and 

clustered networks, the controllers generate a new ECDH key pair, for the new joined node 

and the controller whenever a node, belong to any class of S2 classes, rejoin the network. 

The replacement maintains the system security. 

3.4.3 Leaving Phase 

Technically, removing a Z-Wave node from the network is similar to the paring process. The 

user needs to reset the device or press a button to begin the paring mode. Then, when the 

controller and slaves get into paring mode, the user could remove the desired device [54].  

3.4.4 Firmware 

Non-volatile memory (NVM), where stores Z-Wave security keys and the firmware, is 

updated normally by internal software (APIs). To protect NVM, devices’ developers should 

design automated clearance of the NVM memory once the firmware is updated using the 

debug interface or any other method. Consequently, Z-Wave protocol maintains the security 

keys confidential [56]. 
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3.4.5 Tamper-proofness 

Z-Wave provides a way of preserving Z-Wave keys against physical removal attack. The 

most authenticated class, Access Control class, like outdoor devices could be removed for 

malicious activates. The attackers could use debug connectors, allowing the attacker to 

connect directly to the Z-Wave hardware. Thus, Z-Wave developers should prevent the read-

back of the security keys such as ECDH and Network keys, which connect the node with the 

hub. It is one of the hardware specifications in [56]. 

 The non-volatile memory (NVM) that stores Z-Wave security keys and the firmware 

that is updated normally by internal software (APIs). However, to perform that kind of attack, 

an attacker would program or update the firmware image in the NVM using the debug 

interface. Thus, the developers should design automated clearance of the NVM memory once 

the firmware is updated in the NVM using the debug interface. Therefore, Z-Wave protocol 

maintains the keys confidentiality.   
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Chapter 4 

Taxonomy and Analysis/Comparison 

4.1 Describe Taxonomy 

4.1.1 Secure Commission 

The commissioning process is the steps and procedures of joining a new device into a 

network. The authors of this paper and paper [1] used secure commissioning terminology 

instead of initial configuration or secure binding because the step of uploading prepared 

configuration data, such as the network address, to a device is not necessary for all smart 

home devices. Several devices can autoconfigure or could receive default data during 

manufacturing. 

 For ensuring the network security during this phase, the smart home protocols 

should have security policy during network detection, authentication, and network secrets 

delivery. The protocols should not leak commission credential data about the nodes or 

networks to an unauthorized third party, either users or nodes. The protocols should provide 

some techniques that assure security requirements, network confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability. They should protect the networks from some kinds of attacks; for instance, 

personating, man-in-middle, and denial-of-service attacks [1]. 

4.1.2 Secure Communication 

Once the commissioning is accomplished, a smart home node has to implement its functions 

securely. The nodes communicate to the controllers if they exist, or other nodes in the 

network using the network credentials. Routing and forwarding, key management, including 

key generation, distribution, and replacement, must be secure [1]. 

4.1.3 Secure Leaving 

If a joined node decides to leave the network or join another one, it should securely leave 

the network. In other words, removing the device from the network by disconnecting it. The 
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data credentials of commissioning and communication should be removed as well. The 

possibility of using this data to compromise the network is high, so each protocol has to 

provide rules to provide secure leaving [1]. 

4.1.4 Secure Firmware 

Smart home nodes execute code stored in firmware, which is a non-volatile memory. This 

code can be expressed at a low-level and high-level. In the low-level, operating system (OS) 

manages the nodes’ hardware and operates resources and applications interactions. On the 

other hand, a high-level contains nodes’ functional tasks. Indeed, each protocol should have 

rules that prevent compromising firmware devices. Moreover, if the developers need to 

upgrade the devices functional tasks, that require upgrading the firmware. Thus, it is critical 

to secure OS, application code development, and firmware upgrades [1]. 

4.1.5 Tamper-proofness 

It is essential to provide a policy for tamper protection for each protocol. Smart home nodes 

could be compromised and attacked physically, which in turn allows the attacker to acquire 

the network secrets or for manipulating data. Tamper protection could be implemented 

internally on the nodes’ chips or the memory for protecting the keys, data, hardware, and 

software [1]. 

 

4.2 Compare Zigbee and Z-Wave using the taxonomy 

4.2.1 Secure commission 

In ZigBee 3.0, the optional touchlink method that is described in section 3.2.1 is not secure 

even though it provides easy integration feature. An attacker could eavesdrop the network 

packets and is able to perform Identify Action, Reset to Factory-New, Permanent 

Disconnect, or Hijack attacks. As a result, that affect the network availability, denial-of-

service (DoS) attack or controlling the whole nodes in the network. However, the users can 

reset the device to recover these attacks. The following table illustrates these attacks. 
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Table 4: Touchlink method attacks [31] 

Attack Type of Attack Attacker Goals 

 Active Passive DoS Control 

Identify Action X  X  

Reset to Factory-New X  X  

Permanent Disconnect X  X  

Hijack X  X X 

Network Key Extraction  X  X 

 

 The touchlink method reduce the possibility of performing the hijack and Network 

key extraction attacks in centralized model because the attackers have to be close to the 

commission area which is usually hard. The possibility of intercepting the touchlink 

communication during commission phase is hard. However, all other attacks in [31] work 

for distributed networks. These networks are distributed and do not use the TC, so the nodes 

communicate wirelessly which in turns anybody could capture the signal and intercept the 

network key. 

 In addition, developers could design their devices by using the EZ-Mode 

commissioning method. As it mentioned in section 3.2.1, the Network key transport in the 

centralized sand distributed security models differently. In the centralized security networks, 

the Pre-Configured Unique Link key in ZigBee 3.0 or the Master Key (Pre-Configured 

Global Link key) in Older versions may use for the transportation. Then, both of them are 

replaced with TCLK for key exchange. The TCLK may force the users to recommission the 

joined node by performing jamming attack when the attacker presence in that area. On the 

other hand, supported Unique Link key devices are considered more secure against the local 

attacker. However, the attacker could eavesdrop the ZigBee network during the commission 

process so that he can recover the Network key. In the distributed security model, the 

Network key transport using NDA- protected distributed security global link key that is 

secure so long as it is not disclosed [21]. 
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 On the other hand, in Z-Wave S0 is vulnerable during the commissioning process. 

An attacker could perform S0 decryption attack that is described in section 3.4.2. The 

developers produced Z-Wave S2 Security version to countermeasure this attack. 

 Z-Wave S2 Security devices authenticate a new node by using unique Device 

Specific Key (DSK) and Elliptic-curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) exchange key encryption. 

This method protects the protocol form man-in-the-middle, eavesdropping, and brute force 

attacks; thus, it provides confidential feature. 

 Z-Wave S2 Security devices use ECDH exchange key encryption method to 

authenticate the device which in turn provide the confidentiality. In addition, that version of 

devices secures the application layer by classifying it into S2 Access Control, S2 

Authenticated, and S2 Unauthenticated classes as it explained in section 3.4.2. Each class 

identifies the security network key and dictates the rules applying to authentication of a new 

node [45]. If a device requires access to more than one class, the controller grants access to 

the highest security class for maintaining the system security in sense of using a better way 

of exchanging the key so nobody can intercept the secure key.  

 Z-Wave S2 Security protocol might have an implementation flaw when a device 

requires to downgrade from S2 to S0. An attacker could perform downgrading attack as it 

explained in section 3.4.1. The downgrading attack effects the network confidentiality. 

However, instead of downgrading the system to S0 that has known vulnerability, the device 

could use the advantage of the new and security exchange key method in S2 by designing 

the device to use ECDH key exchange as S2 unauthenticated class devices use. Even though 

the unauthenticated class device does not be authenticated, at least exchanging the key in a 

secure manner. The following table shows the commission differences between ZigBee and 

Z-Wave.  
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Table 5: Secure commission of ZigBee and Z-Wave comparison 

Category ZigBee Z-Wave 

Protocol 

Version 
3.0 Z-Wave S0 Z-Wave S2 Security 

Commission 

methods 

Touchlink or 

EZ-Mode 

 

Hard-coded 

default key, 

which is an 

encryption key 

that is a 128 bit 

of zeros 

Unique DSK 

and ECDH 

exchange key 

S2 Access 

Control, 

Authenticated, 

and 

Unauthenticated 

classes  

Attacks 

Identify 

action,  

reset to 

factory-new,  

permanent 

disconnect, 

or 

hijack attacks 

S0 decryption 

attack 

 

- 
Downgrading 

from S2 to S0 

Protect - - 

Man-in-the-

middle, 

eavesdropping, 

and brute force 

attacks 

 

- 

Recovery 
Reset the 

device 

Reducing the 

transmit power + 

S2 

 

- 

Using S2 

unauthenticated 

class 

Affect Availability- Confidentiality Confidentiality Confidentiality 
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denial-of-

service (DoS) 

attack 

or controlling 

the whole 

nodes in the 

network 

 

4.2.2 Secure Communication 

Regard ZigBee communication, Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers 

are based on IEEE 802.15.4 specifications, while Network (NWK) and Application (APL) 

layers are proprietary protocols, more explanation in section 3.2.2. The security measures of 

authentication and encryption are applying on NWK and APL layers as it explained in 

section 3.2.2. Energy depletion attack could affect the network availability so that perform 

Denial-of-service (DoS) attack, and section 3.2.2 contains more explanation of this attack.  

 ZigBee 3.0 developers may choose between standard security or high-security 

profiles when they design a node. The Network key transformation process in the high-

security profile is encrypted, while it transformed in plain text with the other. Section 3.2.2 

has more explanation.  

 To prevent compromising the Network key, APS layer encrypts all messages in that 

layer. The layer requests a random generated trust center link key (encryption key) for 

updating it whenever the node joins the network. That is considered as a second layer of 

encryption in ZigBee. See section 3.2.2 for more explanation. Table [5] summarize the 

secure communication phase of ZigBee. 

 On the other hand, In the Z-Wave stack, The PHY and MAC layers are defined in 

ITU-T G.9959-based protocols and their specification are publicly available. Similar to 

ZigBee, the NWK and APL layers are proprietary protocols. However, part of the APL layer 
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is available at the OpenZwave source code; also, details about the network layer are not 

publicly descried. 

 One of the Adaptive sublayers is the Encryption (ENC) that performs AES 128-bit 

encryption, so it called the security layer. S0 and S2 use AES 128-bit encryption. On the 

other hand, the ECDH exchange key encryption is mandatory in S2 nodes. When S0 nodes 

communicate with S2 device, S0 device is not able to decrypt the packet which in turn 

requires system downgrading. As a result, downgrading attack is one possibility that could 

affect the network confidentiality, more explanation is under section 3.4.1. 

 Z-Wave uses a duplicate message detection algorithm to ensure the availability of 

the service. Z-Wave device does not accept the same packet that could also let the device 

slow down; in other words, if someone sends a message and then resends it, the device will 

ignore the second message because the protocol has already seen the same packet with that 

sequence number. Based on Sigma Design specifications, the packet should be discarded if 

the Node ID and an incoming sequence number match an entry in the SPAN or MPAN table. 

As a result, it provides an availability service and prevents DoS attack [56]. 

4.2.2.1 Routing and Forwarding 

As it mentioned in section 3.2.2.1, ZigBee uses Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

(AODV) as routing algorithm. Regarding AODV security, it designed without security 

features. An attacker can perform routing or forwarding attacks, impersonate a TC in 

centralized networks, impersonate a router in distributed networks, or man-in-the-middle 

attacks which in turn affect the network confidentiality and integrity. In addition, attackers 

may also reroute packet traffic toward malicious or nonexistent destination nodes in the 

network. They also can perform routing loops that could affect the network availability. 

 On the other hand, details about the Z-Wave S2 network layer are not publicly 

pronounced, the reasons descried in section 3.4.2.1. As it mentioned in section 3.3 and 

3.4.2.1, there are limited number of security research in Security S2 nodes because of its lack 

of existence on the market. As a result, there is no discovered attack against Z-Wave Security 
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S2 devices unless the downgrading attack that explained under commission phase in section 

3.4.1. 

 However, the authors of [54] studied Z-Wave S0 and reverse engineered using 

passive and active observations on a Z-Wave network. A model of the forwarding and 

routing aspects of the Z-Wave is recognized as a result of reverse engineering. The 

experiments discovered two possible attacks against the Z-Wave routing protocol. 

Impersonation where someone is able to inject a frame that send false information, so a 

malicious node can connect to the network without authorization. That would affect the 

network confidentiality and integrity Also, black hole attack is a routing attack where the 

attacker causes to drop frames from a routing node. In other words, the attacker does not 

change the frames, but drop them off. As a result, that affects the network availability.  

4.2.2.2 Key Management 

TC generates Trust Center Link Key (TCLK) randomly in ZigBee 3.0, but in older versions, 

the TCLK is derived from the Pre-configured Unique Link key using Matyas-Meyer-Oseas 

(MMO) hash function 

 ZigBee uses different kinds of keys for the centralized and distributed networks at 

the NWK and APL layers as it explained in section 3.2.2.2 [26]. In the centralized networks 

and at the NWK layer, Network key could be transformed in the network as plaintext or as 

an encrypted depends on the chosen security profile, explained in section 3.2.2. ZigBee uses 

link key for exchanging the Network key which in turns transmit the Network key in a secure 

manner. ZigBee older versions used the Master key (the Pre-Configured Global Link key) 

for the Network key exchange, but ZigBee 3.0 uses the Pre-configured Unique Link key for. 

That transformation prevents the Master key attack.  

 On the other hand, the APL layer uses the Network key, Pre-Configured Global Link 

key, Pre-Configured Unique Link key, Application Link key, and the Trust Center link key 

(TCLK). For adding secure generation of TCLK, that uses instead of the Pre-Configured 

Unique Link key for later communication, is generated it randomly in ZigBee 3.0 by the TC, 
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but the TCLK is derived from the Pre-Configured Unique Link key in older versions [33]. 

Either way, the TCLK is unique for each node in the network, so no node can listen to another 

node communication in the same network. For instance, if a node is compromised, it does 

not affect the other nodes or the whole network. 

 However, in the distributed networks at both the network and application layers, the 

distributed Security Global Link Key used to encrypt the communication between the router 

parent and a related node. The Master key, one kind of Pre-Configured Link Key, leaked and 

attacked older versions of ZigBee networks as it illustrated in section 3.2.1[33]. 

 Z-Wave uses the Network keys, the Encryption and Authentication Key (KeyCCM) 

and the CTR_DRBG Key (PersonalizationString), Network ID, Node ID, DSK, Public key, 

and ECDH key, all of them explained in section 3.4.2.2. Network keys and ECDH privet key 

are the security keys in Z-Wave protocol. In Z-Wave Security S2, each class has its Network 

key, so it identifies each class in Z-Wave S2 network, more explanation section 3.4.1. As a 

result, compromising one class does not affect other devices. There is no enough information 

related to key security in the current research except adding a secure method of ECDH 

exchanging the network key more reliably.  

1)  Key Generation 

In ZigBee centralized model, TC is the only device that issues keys and authorizes the 

network nodes when connecting to the network for adding security feature. While, in 

distributed network, the joining nodes are not authorized, and a router manages the Network 

key [26]. 

 In Z-Wave Security S2, a controller assigns the secret Network key, Node ID, and 

Network ID to every joined node in both centralized and clustered security models. For 

security purpose, the controller authorizes the whole network nodes once they connect to the 

network [56]. 
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2) Key Distribution and Replacement 

Devices released before ZigBee 3.0 has unlimited life time of the Link Key which in turns 

allow attackers to reuse the keystream as it explained in section 3.2.2.2. The attackers could 

impersonate to be part of the network and affects the network confidentiality [26]. Regarding 

ZigBee Network keys, they are distributed to manufacturers under the NDA. Also, in the 

centralized modes and ZigBee 3.0, TC creates, distributes, and switches ZigBee Network 

keys periodically in order to limit the amount of time that an attacker can get and store the 

Network key. Key replacement and resetting are part of the TC function for the security 

aspect.  

 Regarding Z-Wave S2 security, the protocol uses ECDH method for exchanging the 

network key. In the centralized and clustered networks, the controllers generate a new ECDH 

key pair, for the new joined node and the controller whenever a node, belong to any class of 

S2 classes, rejoin the network. The replacement maintains the system security.  

 

Table 6: Secure communication of ZigBee and Z-Wave comparison 

Category   ZigBee Z-Wave 

Layer 

(standardizatio

n) 

PHY  IEEE 802.15.4 ITU-T G.9959-based 

MAC  IEEE 802.15.4 ITU-T G.9959-based 

NWK  Proprietary Proprietary 

APL  Proprietary Proprietary 

Secure layer Layers  NWK +APL 
ENC sublayer in 

Adaptive layer (in S2) 

Encryption Method  AES 128-bit AES 128-bit 
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Exchange key   

Old 

versio

n 

3.0 S0 S2 

Master 

keys 

Pre-

Configure

d Unique 

Link key 

Hard-coded 

default key, 

which is an 

encryption 

key that is a 

128 bit of 

zeros 

ECDH 

Attack   
Energy depletion 

attack 
Downgrading attack 

Affect   
Availability (DoS 

attack) 
Confidentiality 

Routing and 

forwarding 

Method  AODV Proprietary 

Attacks that 

affects 

network 

confidential

ity and 

integrity. 

 

Routing or 

forwarding attacks, 

impersonate a TC 

in centralized 

networks, 

impersonate a 

router in distributed 

networks, or man-

in-the-middle 

attacks. 

In Z-Wave S0, 

impersonation and 

black hole attack 

Attacks that 

affects 

network 

availability 

 

Reroute packet 

traffic toward 

malicious or 

nonexistent 

destination nodes, 

and forming 

routing loops 

In Z-Wave S0, black 

hole attack 

Centralized 

model 

Issue 

key 
TC Controller 
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Key 

management & 

generation 

Key 

type 

Network key, Pre-

Configured Global 

and unique Link 

key, TCLK, and 

Application Link 

 

Network key, The 

Encryption and 

Authentication Key 

(KeyCCM), the 

CTR_DRBG Key 

(PersonalizationStrin

g), Network ID, Node 

ID, DSK, ECDH 

Public key, and 

ECDH private Key 

 

Distributed 

model 

Issue 

keys 
Router - 

Key 

type 

Network key, 

Distributed 

Security Global 

Link key, and Pre-

Configured Link 

Key 

- 

Clustered 

model 

Issue 

keys 
- Controller 

Key 

type 
- 

Network key, The 

Encryption and 

Authentication Key 

(KeyCCM), the 

CTR_DRBG Key 

(PersonalizationStrin

g), Network ID, Node 

ID, DSK, ECDH 

Public key, and 

ECDH private Key 

 

Key distribution 

and 

replacement 

 

Versions 

 

Before ZigBee 3.0 
Nothing in the current 

research 
Attack Impersonating 

Affect Confidentiality 
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4.2.3 Secure Leaving 

For leaving a network, a Zigbee device can notify the controller that it is leaving the network 

by sending it a message, or a router or controller can send a message to a device telling it to 

leave the network. If a controller or router sends a leave command, that does not guarantee 

that the device will not try to reconnect.  

 In addition, a node can leave the network without leaving a message because if it 

moves away or turn it off. There are no requirements to disconnect from the network in 

ZigBee networks. If a device goes out of range of the network before sending a leave 

message, the controller will not be notified that the device has left the network. Thus, an 

attacker could keep sending messages trying to reconnect and compromise the network 

availability (DoS). However, regarding secure leaving of Z-Wave, there are no enough 

information in the current research.  

4.2.4 Secure Firmware 

Zigbee 3.0 supports client firmware updates over a network connection and provides a secure 

update process by encrypting the update file and using a secure update component on the 

device to decrypt and install the new firmware update [33]. 

 Regarding Z-Wave protocol, its specifications provides a way of preventing 

firmware exploitation. The non-volatile memory NVM, where Z-Wave security keys and 

the firmware are stored, should be cleared automatically once the firmware is updated using 

the debug interface or any other method. Section 3.4.4 contains more details. That keeps the 

system confidentiality [56]. 

4.2.5 Tamper-proofness 

The stored passwords in ZigBee devices’ memory are easy to copy because they are stored 

in unencrypted form. An attacker needs to access the devices physically. The suggested 

method that ZigBee provides for countermeasure that attack is using the anti-tamper box and 

deleting memory data when a breach is reported; Section 3.2.5 provides more explanation.  
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 On the other hand, Z-Wave may vulnerable to physical removal attack as it 

explained in section 3.4.5. For preventing that attack, the devices could prevent the read-

back of the security keys, such as ECDH and Network keys, that connect the devices with 

the controller in both centralized and clustered security models. The developers of Z-Wave 

devices should design automated clearance of the non-volatile memory (NVM) memory 

once the firmware is updated in the NVM using the debug interface as well as when the 

device leaves the network. Therefore, Z-Wave protocol maintains the keys and network 

confidentiality and integrity [56]. 

 The Following table shows the covered security analysis of ZigBee and Z-Wave 

and shows phase related information that exists during the time of this research. 

Table 7: ZigBee and Z-Wave phases related information 

# Phase Sub-phase  ZigBee Z-Wave 

1 Secure commission   X X 

2 
Security 

communication 

Security layers  X X 

Routing & 

forwarding 
 X X 

Key 

management 

 

Key management X X 

Key generation X X 

Key distribution 

and replacement 
X X 

3 Secure leaving   X  

4 Secure firmware   X X 

5 Tamper-proofness   X X 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Conclusion  

State-of-the-art of the interconnected IoT technology attracts the attention of academic and 

manufacturing fields. The communication in the technology follows Machine-to-Machine 

(M2M), so that encourages communication between devices without needing human 

interaction. Every object in any environment can be connected to digitalize services. IoT 

technology covers several applications: smart home, transport, community, and national 

applications.  

 Like every new technology, IoT faces different challenges, and one of these 

challenges is its security. However, there is limited research on IoT security because most 

of the studies focus on technology usage. Most of the current research studies some 

implementation flaws rather than design vulnerabilities and possible attacks. This paper 

focuses on smart home security, especially the communication security between nodes.  

 The main goal of this research is developing a taxonomy [1] that supports the 

comparison of the security features in the communication of smart home protocols — this 

taxonomy analyzing the security of the protocol devices once it is installed on the network. 

Then, analyzing its security communication phase with its routing and forwarding method. 

After that, the taxonomy covers the secure leaving of the device, security firmware, and 

tamper-proofiness.  

 The authors performed a detailed study of Zigbee and Z-Wave protocols, the two 

most widespread smart home protocols. Based on [21], around 100 million certified ZigBee 

devices are distributed and installed in the world. Z-Wave is used on over 80% of smart 

homes certified devices [5]. The taxonomy used to compare ZigBee and Z-Wave security 

features. In some cases, the protocols include proprietary specifications or elements, and a 
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direct comparison is not possible. However, at least one of the protocols provided details on 

each of those elements, and this limitation did not prevent the development of the taxonomy. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

The developed taxonomy can be implemented to analyze new or updated protocols. The 

taxonomy may be performed to compare the security features of other smart home protocols 

or even the Internet-of-Things (IoT). Sometimes, a protocol includes proprietary 

specifications or elements, and another protocol does not have this element to compare. It is 

possible to compare them even though information- related is not available at the time of 

research. That also could help the researcher to find out future work to study missed field 

security features of the protocols. 
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